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Abstract
A quadcopter is underactuated where there are 6° of motion with only four rotors to control all six motions. Varying the speed
of the four rotors can produce thrust, roll, pitch and yaw torque which results in specific movements of the quadcopter. This
paper presents the dynamic modeling of a quadcopter, which derived using Newton–Euler formalism and Proportional–inte-
gral–derivative (PID) controller for a quadcopter unmanned aerial vehicle. The PID controller is employed in this study due
to its simplicity and easy to design. However, it is relatively difficult to determine the optimal tuning gains for PID controller
which requires an ample of time with consideration of quadcopter dynamics and nonlinearities. There are several traditional
methods for PID gains tuning such as manual tuning and Ziegler–Nichols (ZN-PID) methods, but both are time-wasting
with unreliable results specifically for quadcopter system. This work proposes PID gains optimization using Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) algorithm (PSO–PID) for quadcopter to reduce tuning effort with optimal results. This meta-heuristic
algorithm is implemented to provide the optimal PID gains for altitude and attitude stabilization through setup iterations
and populations with fixed boundaries. PSO performance is evaluated using several index performances which are IAE, ISE,
ITAE and ITSE. The results obtained confirm that the PSO meta-heuristic algorithm works acceptably good with all index
performances, especially ITSE, in identifying optimal PID gains for stabilization and trajectory tracking of a quadcopter. It
is also proven that PSO–PID controller is better than ZN-PID controller in escape maneuvering of roll motion during wind
disturbance occurrence.

Keywords Index performance · Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) · Proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller ·
Quadcopter UAV

1 Introduction

Dual-system vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) UAV
flight control is a rapidly developing topic with numerous
current studies. Creating flight control systems that can effi-
ciently manage the change from vertical to horizontal flight
while providing stable flying in both modes is one of the
main difficulties in this field of study. The use of different
control systems, including neural networks and fuzzy logic
controllers, as well as the integration of sensors and algo-
rithms that can adapt to shifting flight conditions in real time
have all been examined by researchers as potential solu-
tions to this problem. Research has also been done to find
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ways to make VTOL UAVs more energy efficient, partic-
ularly by using hybrid propulsion systems, which mix gas
and electric motors. This study has concentrated on mini-
mizing energy consumption while preserving stability and
safety by optimizing the flight control algorithms. The topic
of dual-system VTOL UAV flight control is still developing
as researchers investigate new methods and tools to raise the
effectiveness, efficiency, and security of these aircraft. Gen-
erally, there are four types of UAV flight platforms which are
single-rotor, multi-rotor, fixed-wing and hybrid UAV. Both
single-rotor and multi-rotor can take-off and land vertically
(VTOL)while fixed-wing can horizontally take-off and land-
ing (HTOL). Multi-rotor is the focus in this research. There
are also several types of multi-rotor such as tri-copter, quad-
copter, hexa-copter and octocopter. Different names mean
different number of propellers with different payload and
endurance.
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The quadcopter, being the most common, less com-
plex, better stabilizing mechanism and cost-effective, is the
one being researched. There is also a vast application of
quadcopter in different fields nowadays such as aerial photog-
raphy, sports, entertainment, geographicmapping, search and
rescue, law enforcement, agriculture, disaster management,
weather forecast, wildlife monitoring, inspection, mining,
shipping and delivery and for defense system. These appli-
cations show that the quadcopter is so important that more
improvements are expected in the future. However, a quad-
copter is an underactuated system where it has 6° of freedom
(DOF) but with only four actuator inputs which are the
four rotors. Quadcopter is a nonlinear system and is easily
exposed to system uncertainties and disturbances especially
if being implemented in the real system [1]. This leads
to another challenge which quadcopter has high coupling
degree [2] between translational and rotational motions [3].
This brought a challenge to control the quadcoptermovement
from one place to another with accuracy.

Due to the downsides, there exists several control tech-
niques such as Proportional–integral–derivative (PID) con-
trol [4–7], backstepping control [1, 8], adaptive control [9,
10], sliding mode control [11, 12], linear quadratic regula-
tor (LQR) [13, 14], Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) [15],
fuzzy logic (FL) control [16, 17], model predictive control
(MPC) [18] and other hybrid methods to produce a more
robust controllers [19–22]. Despite, PID control technique
has been utilized widely in various system fields and there
are numerous studies on the use of PID controller for quad-
copter UAV. A cascaded PID controller is designed in a
study [23] to satisfy the 6° of motion of a quadcopter and to
realize trajectory tracking. However, this study only utilized
PID controller without exploring other control algorithms or
advanced techniques for quadcopter trajectory tracking sur-
vival. A PID controller is adapted in another study [24] using
a combination of nonlinear proportional–integral (NPI) con-
troller and conventional PID controller strategy. This novel
approach for quadcopter posture regulation has improved
the stability and robustness of quadrotor. Similarly, the same
author in another paper [25] utilized the combination of NPI
and PID controller in quadcopter for the simulation of tra-
jectory tracking, with disturbances included. The simulation
results demonstrate that the presented controller performs
better than the PID controller in terms of tracking accu-
racy, robustness toward disturbances, and trajectory tracking.
Moreover, a study [26] was conducted using PID controller
as a medium to test the optimized trajectory obtained from
quadcopter’s parameter identification.

There are several ways of PID tuning and for most
beginners, conventional methods such as manual tuning and
Ziegler–Nichols (ZN) seems to be the easiest way to tune PID
gains for a system. Due to the time-wasting of PID manual
tuning, ZN method is the better choice to tune the PID gains

but it is also unreliable to be adapted in quadcopter system
since this technique may result in system instability, as well
as significant losses and damages. In recent years, there has
been a growing trend of researchers using and exploringmore
meta-heuristic algorithms. Understanding the social swarm
behavior of fish, birds, ants, and other animals in search of
food and shelter, has aided researchers to ideate optimiza-
tion search methods that can be effectively applied to a range
of engineering issues [27]. Various studies have been con-
ducted to find optimal PID gains using these meta-heuristic
approaches such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) [3], Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) [28], Capuchin Search Algo-
rithm (CapSA) [27] and so much more. Those algorithms
have been proven to be much more efficient in previous stud-
ies compared to conventional methods.

In this work, PID gains optimizationwas done using Parti-
cle SwarmOptimization (PSO) algorithm to provide optimal
gains ofPIDcontrollers, basedon the formulatedfitness func-
tion, to achieve optimal maneuvering results of quadcopter.
The main advantages of the PSO algorithm are it is the most
researched, easily programmable, faster in convergence and
mostly provides better solutions. PSO–PID controllers have
been the subject of several studies looking into quadcopter
control systems. A PSO–PID controller was utilized in a
study [29]. There is a PID controller for each Euler angle
and the parameters were optimized using the PSO technique,
which considerably boosted the quadcopter’s performance
without the need to rely on more complex control algo-
rithms. The controller performance was evaluated through
sum absolute error fitness function. Similar to this, PSO–PID
controller was utilized in [30] for trajectory tracking of a
quadcopter. The PSO technique was utilized to increase the
stability and tracking capabilities of the quadcopter by opti-
mizing the PID settings of the attitude controller and position
controller. The work proved to be more efficient than the tra-
ditional tuning method through graphical analysis and Mean
Squared Error (MSE) evaluation. A PSO–PID controller was
also utilized in a different study [31] for path following con-
trol tuning. The feed-forward path planning contains a set
of intermediary waypoints, and the PD controller parame-
ters were optimally tuned using the PSO algorithm, which
increased theperformanceof quadcopter in path following. In
addition [32], suggested amulti-objective functionPSOalgo-
rithm to improve PID controller performance, which focuses
only on the roll (φ) axes. The simulation was done using Par-
rot Mambo virtual model. The proposed work was found to
provide better PID tuning compared to using MSE or MAE
function evaluation.

The optimization algorithm was formulated based on [1,
28] and the objective function comprises of the output error
and overshoot of altitude and attitude motions of quadcopter
to assess the optimization performance. The output error in
the fitness function was varied to integral of squared error
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Fig. 1 a ’Cross’ configuration b ’Plus’ configuration

(ISE), integral of absolute error (IAE), integral of timemulti-
plied by absolute error (ITAE) and integral of timemultiplied
by squared error (ITSE). The objective of this work is to com-
pare the performance between IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE
in producing the best PSO–PID controller performance for
quadcopter. Based on the system verification done by PSO
algorithm, the contribution of this paper is threefold: (1)
discussion on the effect of each index performance on the
quadcopter’s altitude and attitude motions [33]; (2) simula-
tion on trajectory tracking of quadcopter using circular and
lemniscate pattern for different index performances with the
identification of the best index error to be used [31]; (3) sim-
ulation of quadcopter altitude motion with wind disturbance
and the performance comparison betweenPIDgains obtained
by ZN [34] and PSO [35].

Section 2 will briefly explain the mathematical model of
quadcopter UAV based on several references. Section 3 con-
tains the PID control mathematical model and description.
Section 4 has some brief explanation on meta-heuristic algo-
rithms and details on PSO–PIDworking algorithm. Section 5
presents the simulation results ofPSO–PIDalgorithmwith all
index performances and Sect. 6 concludes this work briefly.

2 Mathematical Model of Quadcopter

2.1 Quadcopter Description

There are two types of quadcopter configurations, the ‘cross’
configuration and the ‘plus’ configuration as shown in Fig. 1.

Most studies use a ‘plus’ configuration by neglecting the
nonlinear effect of quadcopter [29], and it is considerably
more agile. However, a ‘cross’ configuration is considered
as more stable because it uses two rotors to act during
any movement [9]. For example, during pitch movement,
speed of rotors 1 and 2 (3 and 4) will increase (decrease)
simultaneously, for ‘cross’ configuration. However, in ‘plus’
configuration, only the speed of rotor 1(rotor 3) will decrease

(increase) simultaneously. Figures 2 and 3 show the move-
ments that a quadcopter can perform by changing the speeds
of each rotor [1].

Figure 2a shows that all rotors have the same speed, can
lift the quadcopter vertically, to certain altitude and hover in
the air. Figure 2b shows that speed of rotor 1 and 4 increases,
while rotor 2 and 3 decreases. This causes the quadcopter to
roll along x-axis and change the quadcopter position along
y-axis. Figure 2c explains the pitching of quadcopter along
the y-axis where speed of rotor 1 and 2 increases, while rotor
3 and 4 decreases, thus change the quadcopter position along
x-axis. Figure 2d shows the yawing of a quadcopter where
two diagonal rotors with same direction of rotation increases
(decreases) in speed, which causes the quadcopter to change
its heading in the air [36].When creating a dynamicmodel of
a quadcopter, the following presumptions were considered:

1. All four rotors of the quadcopter are expected to be rigid
and symmetrical throughout.

2. The origin and center of mass of the quadcopter body
frame are identical.

3. At low speeds, aerodynamic effects and ambient wind
disturbances are minimal.

4. Blade flapping is ignored in a reasonably fast rotor
dynamic because rotors are thought to be rigid.

2.2 Quadcopter Dynamics

The translational dynamic equation of this quadcopter is
obtained from Newton’s Second Law and Euler’s Rotational
Equation of Motion and is defined as follows [1]:

m�̈ � uTRez − mgez (1)

where m is the quadcopter mass, R is the rotation matrix, g is
the gravitational acceleration, ez � (0 0 1)T is the unit vector
and uT is the total thrust of all four rotors. The rotationmatrix
of the body frame with respect to the earth frame is given by
[37]:

Re
b �

⎡
⎢⎣
CθCψ SφSθCψ − SψCφ SθCφCψ + SφSψ

SψCθ SφSθ Sψ + CφCψ Sθ SψCφ − SφCψ

−Sθ SφCθ CφCθ

⎤
⎥⎦

(2)

where C(angle) represents, cosine while S(angle) represents
sine. Three Euler angles, namely roll angle (φ), pitch angle
(θ ) and yaw angle (ψ) form the orientation of the quadcopter.
The rotational dynamic equation of this quadcopter is given
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Fig. 2 ‘Cross’ configuration quadcopter movements a hovering b rolling c pitching d yawing

Fig. 3 ’Plus’ configuration quadcopter movements a hovering b rolling c pitching d yawing

by [1]:

I ω̇ � −ω × Iω − Jr(ω × ez)�r +

⎡
⎢⎣

τφ

τθ

τψ

⎤
⎥⎦ (3)

where it represents all airframe body torque, gyroscopic
torque and Coriolis torque. I is the quadcopter inertia matrix,
ω̇ is the angular acceleration vector, ω is the angular velocity
vector, Jr is the rotor’s inertia, �r is the relative speed of all
rotors and τφ , τθ , τψ represent roll, pitch and yaw torque.
Based on Eqs. (1) and (3), the produced translational and
rotational equation are as shown as follows:

ẍ � 1

m
(SθCφCψ + SφSψ)U1

ÿ � 1

m
(SθCψCφ + SφSψ)U1

z̈ � 1

m
(CφCθ)U1 − g

φ̈ � 1

Ixx

[(
Iyy − Izz

)
θ̇ ψ̇ − Jr θ̇�r + lU2

]

θ̈ � 1

Iyy

[
(Izz − Ixx )φ̇ψ̇ + Jr φ̇�r + lU3

]

ψ̈ � 1

Izz

[(
Ixx − Iyy

)
θ̇ φ̇ +U4

]
(4)

Note: �r � (�1 − �2 + �3 − �4)
The speed of each rotor is obtained from Eq. (5) [38],

the speeds produced are used to generate a relative speed,
�r, which is required for quadcopter dynamics as shown
in Eq. (4). Equation (6) shows the control inputs based on
‘cross’ configuration rotor speeds. Figure 4 shows the visu-
alization of a quadcopter model based on these equations.

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

�2
1

�2
2

�2
3

�2
4

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

KT KT KT KT

0 −	KT 0 	KT

	KT 0 −	KT 0
Kd −Kd Kd −Kd

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

−1⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

U1

U2

U3

U4

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5)

U1 � b(�1
2 + �2

2 + �3
2 + �4

2)

U2 � b
(
�1

2 − �2
2 − �3

2 + �4
2
)

U3 � b(�1
2 + �2

2 − �3
2 − �4

2)

U4 � d
(
�1

2 − �2
2 + �3

2 − �4
2
)

(6)
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Fig. 4 Block diagram of
quadcopter model

Table 1 Parameters of a quadcopter model

Parameter Value

g 9.81 m s2

m 0.5 kg

	 0.2 m

Jx � Jy 4.85 × 10−3 kg m2

Jz 8.81 × 10−3 kg m2

Jr 3.36 × 10−5 kg m2

KT 2.92 × 10−6 kg m

Kd 1.12 × 10−7 kg m2

2.3 Quadcopter Parameters

The quadcopter model in this work has its parameters appro-
priately established by reference to [39], which are listed in
Table 1.

3 Controller for Quadcopter UAV

In this part, block models are used to illustrate the struc-
ture of each controller in a quadcopter system. This section
also includes the proposed PSO–PID controller design and

Fig. 6 Block diagram for altitude control

methodology. Fig. 5 shows the whole visualization of quad-
copter system including the inner and outer loop PID
controllers for 6° of freedom (DOF) of quadcopter.

3.1 Control of Altitude

The error (difference between desired input and actual out-
put) is taken into a controller for error attenuation in order
to regulate the altitude of a quadcopter. The controller will
then output an adjusted control input, U1, in order for the
quadcopter to attain the desired height. The general altitude
control structure for quadcopter system is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 Block diagram of a whole
quadcopter system
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Fig. 7 Block diagram for attitudes control

3.2 Control of Attitudes

In a quadcopter, attitude refers to the three different angle
movements that are known as roll, pitch, and yaw. In order to
manage the three attitudes and get the quadcopter to comply
with the specified requirements, the error resulting from the
differencebetween the reference input and the actual output is
used to produce the three control inputs, U2, U3, andU4. The
quadcopter system’s attitude control architecture is shown in
Fig. 7.

3.2.1 Control of x–y Position

Aquadcopter’s underactuated and coupling dynamic features
prevent direct control of the position x and y. According to
certain studies, x and y positioning are the underactuated
parts, while its attitudes and altitude are referred to as fully
actuated parts. A quadcopter can only achieve a translational
movement in the x–y axes through a change in roll and pitch
angle movement, which technically represents the coupling
dynamics in a quadcopter.

The position controller in Fig. 8 included conversion
blocks from world frame to body frame as well as controls
for a quadcopter’s x and y translational movement. In a quad-
copter’s cascaded loop of controllers (see Fig. 8), the position
controller is referred to as the outer loop. The observed yaw
angle provides information to the position controller as well.
The reason is that, unlike x–y position inaccuracy, which is

relative to the ground, or the global reference frame, roll and
pitch are relative to the quadcopter’s body. Because of this,
the quadcopter does not alwaysmove in the x-world direction
in response (to pitch) or the y-world direction in response to
roll.

xGcosψ + yGsinψ � x B

xGsinψ − yGcosψ � yB (7)

According to Eq. (7), the quadcopter will need to know
its yaw angle, how it is rotated, and if roll, pitch, or a com-
bination of the two would be required to move it to a very
particular place in the room. In order to achieve the desired
roll and pitch angle for the inner loop controllers, the outputs
fromEq. (7) are then input into respective position controllers
as shown in Eq. (8).

φd � Kp

(
yBd − yB

)
+ Ki

∫ t

0

(
yBd − yB

)
dt + Kd

d
(
yBd − yB

)

dt

θd � Kp

(
x Bd − x B

)
+ Ki

∫ t

0

(
x Bd − x B

)
dt + Kd

d
(
x Bd − x B

)

dt
(8)

3.3 PID Controller

In this paper,we look at the PID controller,which is one of the
most well-known controllers in industry. The PID controller
has several advantages, including minimizing downtime,
rising time, andpeak error, aswell as smoothingoutputmove-
ment and reducing system overshoot. Meanwhile, altering
the parameters of this type of controller is complicated. Poor
performance, delayed control, and, in rare situations, sys-
tem instability may come from its limited ability to alter the
parameters. As a result, many types of PID controller tuning
procedures necessitate close attention from the operator to
determine the best set of values for those parameters in order
to achieve a decent gain. The gains of the four PID controllers
were tuned based on the derived mathematical model for the

Fig. 8 Block diagram for
position control
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Fig. 9 General visualization of
PID controllers for quadcopter
UAV

quadcopter to control the altitude and attitudes and thus, the
position of the quadcopter.

Equation (9) shows the equations of PID Controller
for each of altitude and attitude controls. Only four PID
controllers take place in the first stage of implementing con-
ventional controller into the quadcopter system. The four
controllers are for independent motions of quadcopter which
are the altitude, roll, pitch and yaw. Figure 9 shows the block
visualization of PID controllers.

U1 � KPez + KI

∫ t

0
ezdt + KD

dez
dt

U2 � KPeφ + KI

∫ t

0
eφdt + KD

deφ

dt

U3 � KPeθ + KI

∫ t

0
eθdt + KD

deθ

dt

U4 � KPeψ + KI

∫ t

0
eψdt + KD

deψ

dt
(9)

3.4 PSO–PID Controller

A metaheuristic is a higher-level process or heuristic used
in computer science and mathematical optimization to find,
generate, or select a heuristic (partial search algorithm) that
mayoffer a good enough solution to anoptimizationproblem,
especially when there is incomplete or imperfect information
or limited computing capabilities. Meta-heuristic algorithm,
specifically the Swarm Intelligence (SI), is inspired by the
behavior of animals’ instinct to work in a group to search
for food or shelter has been efficiently implemented by
researchers over the years for optimization method. The pri-
mary goal of employing meta-heuristic algorithms in this
controlling and optimization problem is to obtain the optimal
or nearly optimal solutions through dependable optimization
using a local search strategy and their random evolutionary
processes [40]. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algo-
rithm is among the most highly rated in the literature on
optimization has found extensive application in several fields
in both the sciences and industry. It imitates the foraging and
movement of a school of fishes or a flock of birds. As a
nature-inspired algorithm with intelligent collective behav-
ior of a grouped individuals with the aim to optimize a given
problem, both exploration and exploitation take place in bal-
ance. The purpose of the PSO algorithm is to converge the

search into all sub-optimal solutions discovered during the
exploitation process, as it attempts to assess different sections
of the search domain during the exploration process.

This paper intends to investigate the performance of
PSO–PID algorithm by implementing different error perfor-
mances in the fitness function equation. This is accordance
with the previous study [40] where ITAE is implemented in
the fitness equation to drive the PID control system design to
an optimal state in terms of faster settling time. Step-by-step
process of PSO–PID algorithm is detailed as follows:

1. Initialize the number of populations � 50, position �
[0–1] and velocity� 0 of each particle, and the dimension of
test cases (KP, KI and KD for roll, pitch, yaw and altitude),
which is 12 in total.

2. Run the quadcoptermodel and calculate fitness function
(10) using initialized parameters, hold the gbest value.

(10)

Fitness � (φe × α) + (φos × α) + (θe × α) + (θos × α)

+ (ψe × α) + (ψos × α) + (ze × α) + (zos × α)

where α is the weight assigned to each term. The fitness
function consists of the output error performance (11) of roll,
pitch, yaw and altitude (z) along with their overshoot value.

IAE � tss∫
0
|e(t)|dt ISE � tss∫

0
e2(t)dt

ITAE � tss∫
0
t |e(t)|dt ITSE � tss∫

0
te2(t)dt (11)

For each iteration,
3. Update the PID values and run the quadcopter system.
4. Calculate the fitness function (10) and update the new

gbest and pbest.
5. Calculate the new position (13) and velocity (12).

−−→
Vi

t+1 � w
−→
Vi

t + C1r1
(−→
Pi

t − −→
Xi

t
)
+ C2r2

(−→
Gt − −→

Xi
t
)

(12)

−−→
Xi

t+1 � −→
Xi

t +
−−→
Vi

t+1 (13)

6. Determine if the maximum iteration is reached. Other-
wise, return to Step 3.

Equations (11) show the four performance criteria evalu-
ated from the error signal obtained from the difference of the
input reference and the system output where tss is the time
when the system reached a steady state condition. IAE and
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Fig. 10 Flowchart for PSO
algorithm

ISE are independent of time but hypothetically will result
in small overshoot with longer settling time [41]. ITAE and
ITSE come into action by including the late error values into
account which is expected to be better than IAE and ISE [41].
Figures 10 and 11 depict the PSO flowchart and PSO–PID
block diagram, respectively.

4 Simulation Results

The quadcopter system verification simulation is run on a
personal computer with 8 GB RAM, which is sufficient for

running the MATLAB/Simulink. The results of quadcopter
simulation using PID controller optimized by PSO algorithm
are being presented in this section.Altitude and attitude stabi-
lization and trajectory tracking using circular and lemniscate
pattern are tested and compared between the four perfor-
mance criteria based on the system error.

4.1 Parameter Setting

The parameters setting for PSO algorithm are stated in Table
2. The number of population and iteration were changed
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Fig. 11 Block diagram of
PSO–PID

Table 2 Parameter setting for PSO algorithm

Parameter Value

Number of populations 50

Number of dimensions 12

Inertia weight 1

Cognitive parameter 2.0

Social parameter 2.0

Lower bound 0

Upper bound 50

Number of iterations 50

Table 3 ZN-PID gains

Method ZN

Parameter Kp Ki Kd

Roll 6.3 0.01031 0.71397

Pitch 1.1 1.25655 0.27163

Yaw 1.2 1.25655 0.27163

Thrust 8.32 8.79943 2.86412

several times, while the others were fixed until satisfactory
results were obtained.

4.2 Optimal PID Gains

The optimal PID gains of Kp, Ki and Kd for roll, pitch,
yaw and altitude (z) that are obtained from PSO–PID simu-
lations are tabulated based on error performance in Table 4.
PID gains obtained from ZN-PID calculation are recorded in
Table 3.

The fitness cost values obtained in Table 4 shows the reli-
ability of using PSO–PID in controlling a quadcopter. IAE
produces the highest fitness cost values for roll, pitch, yaw

Table 4 The PID gains obtained from each error performance with
respective fitness cost

Method IAE

Parameter Kp Ki Kd Fitness cost

Roll 50 5.4441 2.8125 0.0631

Pitch 50 26.5817 10.5201 0.06347

Yaw 50 27.2595 1.4565 0.05619

Thrust 50 36.0432 9.7771 0.2514

ISE

Roll 35.4736 6.7187 1.6262 0.01102

Pitch 12.9577 2.4879 4.4352 0.002691

Yaw 50 3.7975 1.3780 0.01704

Thrust 50 32.7011 8.5893 0.1244

ITAE

Roll 50 50 2.3316 0.03659

Pitch 6.0914 5.6761 2.5822 0.02963

Yaw 50 50 1.2126 0.02541

Thrust 50 30.1158 9.1505 0.03926

ITSE

Roll 50 4.1531 3.1645 0.0007913

Pitch 17.4897 3.9749 3.9290 0.0002231

Yaw 33.7736 2.4542 0.9508 0.0006625

Thrust 50 30.3777 8.8697 0.01136

and thrust, compared to others. For every index performance,
fitness cost value for thrust is the highest compared to roll,
pitch and yaw. For ITAE, there is an insignificant difference
between thefitness cost value of pitch andfitness cost value of
yaw. The fitness cost for ISE is comparable to ITAE with not
so much difference between those two performances. ITSE
is reported to produce the lowest fitness values among other
error performances for roll, pitch, yaw and thrust. It is con-
sidered reliable to be used for controlling a quadcopter more
efficiently.
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Fig. 12 Convergence curves of IAE with different population sizes

Fig. 13 Convergence curves of ISE with different population sizes

4.3 Convergence Results

In this subsection, global best fitness convergence results are
presented for each of error performances IAE, ISE, ITAE and
ITSE. The convergence curves are presented using different
population sizes to evaluate the best number of populations
to be used to compare between all performances. Hypothet-
ically, the lowest fitness cost approaching zero is the best
outcome with the lowest error produced from quadcopter
system. Figures 12, 13, 14, 15 show the convergence charac-
teristic curves of the fitness cost of the PSO–PID quadcopter
system using IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE, respectively.

In Fig. 12, there is a huge difference between population
size of 10 and the other population sizes which clearly shows
that it is not optimal to use IAE with population size of 10.

Fig. 14 Convergence curves of ITAE with different population sizes

Fig. 15 Convergence curves of ITSE with different population sizes

Each figure proves that the highest population size of 50
gives the best fitness cost value converging toward zero and
the fastest to converge, compared to smaller population sizes.
However, this does not guarantee that further increase in pop-
ulation sizes will improve the fitness cost value and might
cause a slight turndown in terms of fitness function and sys-
tem performance. Among all the four index performances,
ITSE gives the best fitness cost value with the nearest toward
zero. Hypothetically, a more optimal fitness cost value will
be achieved by increasing the number of populations. How-
ever, it does not comply to all situations such as in Fig. 15,
population size of 30 produce a higher fitness cost value than
population size of 10 and same goes to Fig. 13. These curves
show the fitness cost values determined by using fitness func-
tion from equation. The significant convergence using PSO
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Fig. 16 Convergence curves of IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE with popula-
tion size of 50

shown by each index performance is important to determine
the best PSO parameter for optimizing the PID controller of
a quadcopter system.

Fig. 16 shows the comparison of convergence curves
of each index performance for population size of 50. The
convergence curves prove that acceptable results can be
achieved using PSO–PID for quadcopter system. By refer-
ring to Fig. 16, ITSE index performance helps PSO algorithm
to converge the fastest toward the smallest fitness value com-
pared to IAE, ISE and ITAE.

4.4 Altitude and Attitude Tracking

Figure 17 shows the simulation results of quadcopter system
using different index performances for roll, pitch, yaw and
altitude tracking. PSO–PID is implemented specifically for
altitude and attitude stabilization and thus, helps to produce a
better result for position tracking. Altitude and attitude track-
ing are using step signals for evaluations.

Figure 17a–d represents the simulated results of altitude
and attitude stabilization for IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE. It
shows the quality of each index performance in controlling
the roll, pitch, yaw and altitude of a quadcopter. All index
performances lead the quadcopter movement toward a zero
steady-state error with different settling time, rise time and
overshoot. As shown in Fig. 17, ITSE could provide the best
performance if compared to IAE, ISE and ITAE. Overall,
all index performances have measure-proved that PSO–PID
controller can do escape maneuver of the quadcopter with
each has their own priority measurement.

Table 5 presents the overshoot, rise time and settling time
obtained after running PSO–PID controllers for quadcopter
using IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE error performances. The
overshoot obtained from all performances are acceptable

and satisfying and this is because overshoot obtained from
the quadcopter system is included in the fitness function in
equation which is targeted to be reduced toward zero. The
overshoot for roll, pitch and thrust from ISE is nearly the same
but yaw has a lower overshoot. ITSE produces the lowest
overshoot for roll, yaw and thrust compared to other perfor-
mances but the overshoot value for pitch is the second highest
among those. ITSE produces the overall longest settling time
while ITAE produces the overall shortest settling time. The
overall rise time from IAE is comparable to the overall rise
time from ISE with insignificant difference. The overall rise
time for all performances is acceptable and reliable to be
implemented in a quadcopter system. By using the obtained
optimal PSO–PID gains, a comparison of quadcopter’s per-
formance is being made with PID controller of ZN-PID [34]
gains. It wasmentioned before in this paper that ZN-PIDmay
cause significant losses and damage to the system when fac-
inguncertainties. Theperformanceof rollmotion is evaluated
in this paper with inclusion of wind gust model as distur-
bance (as shown in Fig. 18) for the quadcopter system and the
results are as shown in Fig. 19. ZN-PID [6.3, 0.01031149302,
0.713965] has somedifficulties adaptingwith the disturbance
while PSO–PID [50, 4.1531, 3.1645] that was obtained from
ITSE evaluation shows reliability in maneuvering the quad-
copter very well through the wind disturbance. Compared
to the ZN-PID [34], the proposed PSO–PID can handle the
disturbance better. (Fig. 19).

4.5 Position Tracking (Circular Trajectory)

Figure 20 presents the circular trajectory performed by dif-
ferent PID gains obtained from IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE
error performances. Starting from the ground at (0,0,0), the
circular trajectory is desired to be performed at an altitude of
1 and with radius of 1.5.

Each IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE performed well by sta-
bilizing its position based on the desired trajectory. ISE
produces the best result in circular trajectory tracking with
undershoot at the starting point. ITAE and ITSE require quite
some moment to settle down on the desired track with high
overshoot and zero undershoot. Table 6 represents the com-
parison of error performances for circular trajectory in terms
of x–y position and roll–pitch.

4.6 Position Tracking (Lemniscate Trajectory)

A lemniscate trajectory tracking was also performed using
different PID gains obtained using IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE
error performances and is presented in Fig. 21. The starting
point is at (0,0,0) going up to the altitude of 1 with the scale
of x � (− 1.5 1.5) and y � (− 1.5 1.5).

Simulation shows that all error performances succeeded in
following the desired lemniscate trajectory despite the time
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Fig. 17 Simulated step responses for each index performances a Z tracking b roll tracking c pitch tracking d yaw tracking

Table 5 The overshoot, rise time
and settling time produced using
IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE

Method IAE ISE

Evaluation %OS Rise Time (s) Settling time (s) %OS Rise time (s) Settling time (s)

Roll 0.505 0.122 29.534 1.531 0.107 25.461

Pitch 6.989 0.369 10.233 1.511 0.339 23.909

Yaw 1.531 0.050 6.353 0.504 0.047 18.962

Thrust 3.646 0.331 5.965 1.531 0.278 1.794

Method ITAE ITSE

Evaluation %OS Rise time (s) Settling time (s) %OS Rise time (s) Settling time (s)

Roll 5.851 0.104 6.353 0.505 0.145 50.194

Pitch 0.887 0.076 6.450 2.553 0.243 20.514

Yaw 2.577 0.038 3.928 0.505 0.045 19.447

Thrust 0.505 0.306 4.316 0.505 0.295 5.480
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Fig. 18 Wind gust disturbance at roll motion

Fig. 19 Roll motion of quadcopter with disturbances

Fig. 20 Circular trajectory responses by IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE

taken to settle on the desired track. In this simulation, ITSE
produces the best result with faster settling time, lowest over-
shoot and zero undershoot, compared to IAE, ISE and ITAE.

Table 6 Comparison of error performances for x–y position and rol-
l–pitch in Circular Trajectory

Circular φ θ X Y

IAE 0.4824 0.4221 6.546 0.745

ISE 0.3416 0.02599 0.5784 0.4142

ITAE 0.5063 6.193 10.66 6.175

ITSE 0.01602 0.09017 2.423 2.135

Fig. 21 Lemniscate trajectory responses by IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE

Table 7 Comparison of error performances for x–y position and rol-
l–pitch in Lemniscate Trajectory

Lemniscate φ θ X y

IAE 0.4195 0.7208 4.014 4.598

ISE 0.2136 0.2216 3.137 1.388

ITAE 2.68 17.34 11.36 11.87

ITSE 0.1169 0.6537 3.171 0.9385

Table 7 represents the comparison of error performances for
lemniscate trajectory in terms of x–y position and roll–pitch.

5 Conclusions

This paper has clearly presented the dynamic equations of
quadcopter model, the PID controller equations, the PSO
algorithm with fitness function equation and the equations
for error performances. The results obtained from each error
performance for PSO–PID controller in quadcopter system
are also presented and evaluated. It is found that the results
of overall error performances are acceptable and can escape
maneuvering. ITAE produces the best overall result of over-
shoot, rise time and settling time for roll, pitch, yaw and
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thrust, compared to other performances. However, ITSE pro-
vides the lowest fitness cost values for roll, pitch, yaw and
thrust if compared with other performances. It is also found
that by increasing the number of populations, the lower the
fitness values obtained but for some populations sizes, it does
not conform to the idea. It is also does not guarantee that by
further increasing the size of population, the fitness values
will decrease any further. For circular trajectory tracking,
ISE shows the best circular tracking compared to IAE, ITAE
and ITSE with small undershoot. Both ITAE and ITSE show
zero undershoot for both circular and lemniscate trajectory
tracking. Wind disturbance is included in the roll motion to
compare the performance of PSO–PID and ZN-PID, and it
was seen that by using PID gains obtained from PSO–PID,
the escape maneuver of roll motion of a quadcopter is much
better than ZN-PID. However, the PSO–PID algorithm took
so much time to finish running for 50 iteration and 50 popu-
lation (optimal chosen condition). Moreover, the PID gains
obtained from PSO–PID are offline and fixed, which is unfa-
vorable for a real-timeflight of quadcopter. In future research,
neural networkwill be considered to further improve the opti-
mal tuning of PIDcontroller for an improved real-time escape
maneuver of a quadcopter UAV.
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